ANDERSON ACRES

Board & Care
Since relocating to Bakersfield in 1985 and acquiring Accipiter Kennels, Janice Anderson
has provided boarding, grooming, dog training and transportation services for dogs, cats
and cage pets.
Known now as Anderson Acres, it is the only full-service pet care facility in Kern County.
Uniquely situated in a quite country setting, Anderson Acres is a large facility with
spacious grounds.

Boarding Services
Boarding is available for your pet seven days a week by appointment only. Since this is
the Anderson home and business, it assures there is always someone on site.
Dogs are cared for in an airy 8,000 square foot kennel building which is heated during
the winter, cooled during the summer and disinfected on a daily basis. Anderson Acres
offers the largest runs available with indoor-outdoor access in Kern County, especially
suited for giant breeds, multiple dog families and long term boarding. Large indoor runs
for the smallest house dog and covered runs are also available. Creature comforts
include bedding and hammock beds or resting platforms for all sizes of dog. Toys and
blankets are always welcome from home. Socialization, walking on leash and crate
training are an integral part of the daily routine. All dogs are offered a jaunt in the
exercise yards individually or as families, to play or lounge at their leisure, weather
permitting. Structured exercise, play and training is available for an additional fee. For
the health and safety of your pet and all the pets we care for, community boarding and
play are not practiced at Anderson Acres.
Anderson Acres provides Purina Pro Plan dog food with all formulas and flavors available.
Dogs are fed twice a day, unless there is another schedule you would like followed. All
animals are provided fresh water continuously. Diets or medications brought from home
are administered as instructed for a nominal fee. Prescribed medications must be in a
properly labeled bottle or container which includes veterinarian info, medication info
and dosage.
Cats and cage pets are cared for under constant supervision. Cats are kept in large, tall
cages with climbers throughout. All cages are cleaned daily, providing fresh food,
water, litter and paper. Housing and diets provided for cage pets are handled in the
same manner.

Daycare
Daycare is available during business hours for dogs, cats & cage pets. For many people,
it provides a safe haven for your pet during personal or business commitments that take
you away from your pet for the day. It is also an excellent way to acclimate your pet to
a board and care environment in preparation for that upcoming vacation or business
trip. Anderson Acres does not practice community board or play. Quality care and
concern provided by the staff at Anderson Acres is only one of the many reasons why
pets are always happy coming and going.
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